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+is article provides a prospective study of mobility policies for the private car and public transit (PT) modes of transportation in
the Paris Ile-de-France region. Different economic instruments are considered: pricing of car traffic or transit service, subsidizing
PT, and investment in PT to improve service quality. Policy scenarios are defined and assessed according to multiple criteria:
users’ benefits, PT production costs and fare revenues, public subsidies, and environmental damage both local (air pollution) and
global (carbon emissions). +e social, economic, and environmental impacts are monetized and aggregated in a wellbeing
function. While a first set of scenarios are specified directly, two other sets of scenarios are calculated by optimizing the wellbeing
function with respect to action variables on the transit mode in the medium or long run. +e regional mobility system is modeled
in a structural way: concentric subregions, travel demand segmented by geographical and behavioral conditions, environmental
impacts based on road and rail traffic, and car mode and transit mode depicted each as a set of technical components involving 1 to
3 structural factors that can make action levers. +is model-based methodology allows for trading between different kinds of
impacts and identifying performance-oriented policy packages.

1. Introduction

In an urban territory, the mobility system provides access to
the places of activity and accommodation. People can get
from place to place by using travel modes. For medium to
long distance trips, motorized modes such as the private car
(PC) and public transit (PT) by bus or train are convenient
to their users. Yet, the motorized modes damage the en-
vironment, not only by the consumption of matters and
energy, but also by the emission of greenhouse gases, air
pollutants, and noise. +e last two items are of special
concern to the dwellers living in the vicinity of roadway
traffic.

To foster sustainable development, urban mobility plans
have been oriented to the development of noncar modes,
including the transit network together with walking and
bicycles. +e so-called Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans
(SUMPs) are designed for the short to medium terms [1].

+e development of transit modes is faced to the limited
availability of fare revenues and of public funds.

In this article, we take a long-term perspective to ex-
plore the potential development of transit modes in a
metropolitan territory: that of Greater Paris region called
“Ile-de-France.” We look for structural recomposition of
the transit network in terms of submodes (bus, metro, and
train) in subregions (central area, inner ring, and outer
ring), so as to maximize the collective benefits to users,
operators, and the environment. Both the transit mode and
the car mode are considered, with special emphasis on
mode choice on the basis of service quality, travel time, and
money costs which involve transit fares and optionally road
charges. +e costs of transit implementation and operation
are considered, too, in relation to transit revenues and the
amount of public subsidies. Two cases of public funding are
addressed, with fixed or unlimited amount of subsidies: the
latter case will enable us to assess which level of public
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funding would be optimal for the sustainable development
of the territorial mobility system.

Our study methodology involves a strategic model of
mobility demand and transportation supply: we adapt the
STEMmodel [2] to deal with origin-destination transit fares
and variable public funding.+e model enables for synthetic
representation of the modal networks on the basis of a
restricted set of structural parameters, which constitute
action levers for mobility policy making. +e model will be
used in two ways: either to assess specific plans with preset
values of the structural factors or to look for an optimal plan
by maximizing an objective function, optionally subjected to
a budget constraint. In the latter way, the structural factors
are endogenous to the model. By specifying which subset is
endogenous among the set of structural factors, we shall
specify medium-term scenarios that involve transit fares and
frequencies and long-term scenarios that add line lengths
and station densities.

+e rest of the article is organized in five sections. After
reviewing related work (Section 2), we provide an overview
of the strategic model (Section 3). We then introduce the
territory andmobility system under study (Section 4), before
exploring a range of policy scenarios (Section 5). To con-
clude, we shall discuss the outreach and limitations of the
study and point to directions of further research (Section 6).

2. Related Work

Related work about network development and service
pricing can be divided in three streams. On the one hand,
there are essentially theoretical contributions by trans-
portation economists for abstract situations (Section 2.1).
On the other hand, there are operations researchmodels that
detail space and traffic conditions (Section 2.2). Between
these two streams, a sort of hybrid stream has gradually
emerged, which synthesizes the spatial detail to deal with
planning policy at a high level (Section 2.3).

2.1. �eoretical Principles and Abstract Models. Limited
public funds constrain the choices between different in-
vestment projects and between different mobility policies. In
order to support decision-making in this domain, transport
economists have long sought to establish theoretical prin-
ciples, rules, and models. As far back as 1844, Jules Dupuit
modelled the surplus that users would obtain from a new
road, to balance it against the costs of production and
revenues from pricing [3]. Pigou [4] studied the distribution
of traffic between two competing routes: he modelled the
marginal social cost (MSC) of each route, incorporating the
phenomenon of congestion, and showed that a price based
on marginal cost would steer the traffic in a way that is
optimal for the system. Wardrop [5] extended Pigou’s
analysis by considering several alternative routes on a road
network. Walters [6] added to the marginal social cost a
valuation of environmental impacts. Vickrey [7] considered
more options for individual mobility: not only cars but also
transit and, for each mode the possibility of choosing the
departure time in order to have access to a variety of travel

conditions. Mohring [8] considered an idealised transit line,
consisting of stations that are homogenous in terms of
spacing and demand volumes, in order to optimise the local
authority’s trade-offs between the spacing of the stations and
the size of the fleet, on the basis of their respective effects on
the service provided to users and on the costs of production.
He also set an optimum price level for the line as a transit
subsystem.

2.2. Spatially Detailed Models for Network Planning. Back in
1955, Martin Beckmann [9] pioneered a new research
stream, looking at a whole road network and a variety of car
paths between a set of origins and destinations. Beckmann
modelled Wardrop’s two principles: the user equilibrium
and the system optimum, in the form of two typical
problems of operational research combining graph theory
and optimisation theory. +e framework of the model was
adopted, adapted, and extended in numerous directions, for
example, by Spiess and Florian [10] and Cepeda et al. [11] for
transit, Li et al. [12] for static multimodal assignment,
Kuwahara and Akamatsu [13] for dynamic roadway traffic
assignment, and Meschini et al. [14] for dynamic multi-
modal assignment.

+e principle of treating a network at the detailed level of
arcs and nodes became dominant in traffic studies intended
to support decision-making in transport planning [15]. It
has been adapted for use in structural network planning:
among many others, Leblanc [16] and Cantarella and Vitetta
[17] modelled the development of flow capacities on road
links on the basis of flow volumes and costs, whereas Lee and
Vuchic [18] modelled the structuring of a PT network in
terms of routes and vehicle fleets and so did Murray [19] in
order to optimise the coverage of a territory’s mobility needs.

2.3. A Hybrid Research Current, Strategic Modelling of Urban
Systems. Between the two abovementioned research
streams, a sort of hybrid has gradually emerged which
considers both the spatial structure of transport supply and
mobility demand and the economic structure of transport
modes in terms of infrastructure, vehicle fleet, service
conditions, and production costs. +is hybrid category
consists of “strategic” models of transport in a conurbation.
+e purpose of the strategic model is to represent a concrete
situation in synthetic form, in order to elucidate the political
planning and management strategy across a whole
agglomeration.

+e thesis by Van Nes [20] is a seminal work that picks
up, systematizes, and develops strategic models for each
transport mode and also for several transport modes, along
hierarchical lines. In particular, Van Nes succeeded in de-
scribing transport networks with small sets of structural
parameters: the length of lines, the spacing of stations, and
the size of the vehicle fleet, in the case of a transit system. In
this way, he was able to model the optimum design of a
network as a problem of continuous optimisation with re-
spect to such structural parameters, linked by constraints of
a technical nature. Combes and Van Nes [21] proposed a
hierarchical representation for a transit network consisting
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of both road and rail lines, as well as spatialisation by
concentric subregions for a monocentric agglomeration:
they applied their model to the case of the Paris agglom-
eration. Complementarily, Leurent et al. [22] provided a
mathematical formulation and a theoretical analysis to
characterize the optimum constitution of a transit network
in the economic form of four “golden rules” linking, re-
spectively, length of lines, spacing between stations, fleet
size, and pricing, to macroscopic indicators of transport
supply and demand.

Bymodelling an urban network of bus routes as a regular
grid, Daganzo [23] addressed the problem of optimum
design in a completely analytical way. +is analytical ge-
ometry of transport networks was applied by Estrada et al.
[24] to a rectangular PT network with a set of structural
parameters for each of the two axes and then by Badia et al.
[25, 26] for different city and network shapes. In a similar
vein, Zhang et al. [27] addressed trunk-and-branches net-
works to design bus services in an optimal way, comparing
semiautonomous and fully autonomous driving
technologies.

Daganzo and Geroliminis [28] proposed modelling a
road network and road traffic conditions by means of a
macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD), a function that
links average traffic speed with structural network param-
eters and with an indicator for aggregated flow volume.
+ere have beenmultiple contributions toMFD theory, both
empirical [29, 30] and theoretical [31, 32]. Among the
economic developments, Zheng et al. [33] modelled time-
table choice and dynamic use pricing on the road network,
and Wei and Sun [34] also addressed the issue of route
choice on a heterogeneous network with two types of roads.

In order to include both automobile and transit modes,
modal share and environmental impacts, Estrada et al. [35]
modelled the road network with an MFD, the bus lines with
a form of two-dimensional grid, demand as a set of trips with
different origin-destination relations, for each trip with the
modal choice between the private car and transit on the basis
of a discrete choice logit model, and the environmental
impacts of road vehicle traffic. +ey numerically minimised
a collective cost function that included user surplus (with
fixed volume of demand), the production costs of transit,
and the monetisation of energy consumption and pollutant
emissions. +e model developed by Leurent et al. [2] in-
cludes an MFD model of the road network for each sub-
region, a hierarchical transit model (distinguishing between
the bus, metro, and train submodes), and a more close-
grained breakdown of the environmental impacts, giving
spatial details of the levels of exposure to atmospheric
pollution. Moreover, users are modelled in terms of their
multimodal flexibility or conversely their dependency on the
car or transit mode.

3. Overview of the STEM Model

Figure 1 introduces the architecture of the STEM model. It
combines submodels of (i) travel demand and mode choice,
(ii) car mode, (ii) transit mode, (iv) environmental impacts,
and (v) policy composition. Before giving a short description

of each submodel, let us first state the modeling scales
according to space and time.

Space is represented in two respects: subregions to locate
places in the territory and demand segments for trip-making
situations. +e territory, by assumption an urban region, is
divided in several subregions: central area and concentric
rings for suburbs from “inner” to “outer.” By subregion, each
transportation mode is modelled as a “component”
according to a small set of structural parameters also called
factors, which summarize statistically the subnetwork
composition and enable one to derive its quality of service,
trip time, and price conditions. +e trip-making situations
are segmented with respect to the subregions of origin and
destination but also to other conditions, including distance
subrange.

As for the time dimension, two scales are of interest: the
day and the year. Network conditions and operations are
described per average working day, as well as the trips, the
generalized costs of modal options to their users, the mode
frequentation, and the environmental impacts. Conversion
from day to year of the physical quantities involves a year
equivalent number of working days, denoted by Y. +e
economic aggregates are evaluated on a yearly basis. “An-
nual” production costs include operational costs and
maintenance costs and also investment costs taken in a
lifecycle perspective.

3.1.Mobility Demand. Mobility demand is modelled as a set
of trips segmented according to geographical and behav-
ioural types.+e geographical types pertain to the origin and
destination pair of subregions and to the distance subrange
(short, medium, or long) and possibly also to a routing
option (via the central area or bypassing it). +e behavioural
type depicts the user’s situation with respect to the two
motorized modes: either car-dependent, or transit depen-
dent, or mode flexible (chooser).

Per trip and per modal option for it, the quality of service
(travel time) and themoney cost to its user aremodelled.+e
trip “generalized cost” to its user adds up the trip money cost
and the travel time multiplied by a money “value of time.”

For those users having mode flexibility, the modal split is
modelled on the basis of the respective generalized costs of
the two modes, according to a binary logit discrete choice
model.

3.2. Car Mode and Road Network. +e car mode combines
the private car of the user with the roadway infrastructure.
+e physical and economic conditions of the trip path
depend on the vehicle type and its “impact factors” by kind
of impact (e.g., energy consumption) and per unit of dis-
tance. Vehicle type can be described as a behavioural di-
mension of demand segmentation, or the different types can
be aggregated into a weighted average, thus constituting a
“composite car.”

+e car trip generates money costs: energy costs
depending on the path composition (distance travelled in
each subregion) and traffic conditions, destination parking
price, and, in some circumstances, road tolls. All of these are
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added up to the ownership cost so as to constitute the full
money cost of the car trip. Path usage will also take time to its
user, depending on the travelled distances and the running
speed. +e trip time is multiplied by a “value of time” to give
the trip time cost, which is added up to the money cost in
order to constitute the generalized cost of the car tip to its
user.

3.2.1. Roadway Traffic and Network. +e users’ car trips
along the roadway network generate traffic quantities in
veh.km (travelled distances). One roadway subnetwork is
modelled by subregion: the total traffic quantity is faced to a
“flowing capacity” measured in an equivalent mileage of
monodirectional lanes that would flow without interruption.
+e ratio between the demanded traffic and the flowing
capacity determines the average speed of the roadway
component, through a mathematical function called
“macroscopic fundamental diagram” [28].

3.3. TransitModes. A transit mode combines infrastructures
and vehicles of a given kind to offer “trip legs” from station
to station along lines. To the user, every transit trip consists
in one or several in-vehicle legs, each with its pedestrian
phases of access, waiting, and egress or transfer. In the STEM
model, the transit network is represented as a set of
“components,” each of which corresponds to a subregion
and a submode (e.g., bus, metro, and train). A component is
described by three structural factors: the line length Lr, the
number of stations σr, and the quantity of rolling stock Nr.
Based on these, four technical relationships derive specific
outcomes of, respectively, (i) station spacing, (ii) commercial
speed, (iii) service frequency, and (iv) pedestrian distance of
station access at the trip origin (or destination).

In turn, the resulting characteristics induce elemental
travel times per trip leg and by phase of access, waiting, in-
vehicle riding, and egress. From the phase times in the
different components, by linear combination with weights
that depend on the origin-destination pair and demand
segment, stems the trip travel time. +e weights are similar

to the hyperpath-link coefficients in typical models of traffic
assignment to a transit network [36]. +ey are obtained by
statistical treatment of a Household Travel Survey.

Like for the car mode, the generalized cost of a trip using
the transit mode is defined as the sum of the fare and the
travel times weighted by money value-of-times that depend
on the leg phases.

3.3.1. Production Means and Costs. On the supply side, the
production costs are modelled for each component on the
basis of its structural factors Lr, σr, and Nr, with respective
unit costs of cL

r , c
σ
r
, and cN

r which include the operational
cost and the capital costs spread over the lifetime span. By
linear combination of the structural factors weighted by their
respective unit costs, the operation cost of the component to
the transit operator is obtained. To this are added “com-
mercial costs” proportional to the number of trips made
using the component.

Reciprocally, the transit trips give rise to fare revenues: a
specific transit fare is modeled by demand segment
according to its geographical conditions (origin-destination
pair, etc.).

3.4. Environmental Impacts. +e impacts of a transportation
system on the environment are multiple and occur at both
construction and usage phases in the lifecycles of its in-
frastructures, vehicles, and consumables. +ere are local
impacts such as noise and air pollution, as well as global
impacts such as carbon emissions. +e level of the local
impacts depends not only on the quantity emitted but also
on the population exposed to it locally: hence, local pop-
ulation density must be included in the economic valuation
[37].

Here, we consider two types of impacts, namely, (i) air
and noise pollution from private cars and also from transit
vehicles either buses or trains and (ii) greenhouse gas
emissions measured in carbon equivalent. Both types of
emissions depend on vehicle traffic (travelled distances by
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Figure 1: Diagram of the system as modelled.
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kind of vehicle), motor type and power, and average running
speed.

3.5. Economic Indicators and Wellbeing Function.
Mobility stakeholders in the territory include the users, the
operators, and also the environment in which residents are
exposed to local impacts. +e users’ surplus consists of the
surplus of mode-choosers (log-sum formula for a logit
discrete choice model) and of dependent users (generalized
costs).

On a per year basis, one indicator of profit is evaluated
for each kind of stakeholders in the modelled mobility
system: let us denote by Pu

Y the users’ surplus, Po
Y the profit

function of the transit operators, and Pe
Y the environmental

benefits (the opposite of the environmental cost function
that sums up the different kinds of impact quantities, each
multiplied by a specific unit shadow price). From the cat-
egorical profit functions stem the collective “wellbeing
functions,” either W1 � Pu

Y + Po
Y neglecting the environment

or W0 � Pu
Y + Po

Y + Pe
Y including the environment.

3.6. Policy Design as aMathematical Program. +e wellbeing
function depends on a large and varied set of parameters:
energy prices, modal tariffs, the structural factors of transit
components, and the average speeds of roadway compo-
nents.+e level of public subsidies to transit supply, denoted
by SY, can be assumed exogenous or endogenous.

+e policy design problem is modeled as a mathematical
program for optimizing overall wellbeing, by acting on the
decision variables, and subject to the requirement of transit
supply profitability as well as technical constraints (quality of
service, elemental times, generalized costs of the modes, and
traffic operational processes); cf. Leurent et al. [38].

We implemented the model in Python language and
used the Optimization algorithm from the SciPy library in
order to compute an optimal state. In our application to the
case of the Paris agglomeration, the action vector includes 57
scalar variables: there are 3 subareas, 21 demand segments,
and 11 transit components and hence 21 transit fares plus
11× 3 structural parameters for the transit mode and 3 zone
average speeds for the car mode.

4. Reference Situation: Territorial and
Macroeconomic Analysis

4.1. Territory and Travel Demand. As of 2010, Greater Paris
had a population of 11.6 million in an urbanised area of
1250 km2 within the Île-de-France region, an area of 12
100 km2. +e regional area is split into three subareas,
namely, the city of Paris, the inner suburbs, and outer
suburbs (see Figure 2(a)).

Our synthetic description of motorized transport net-
works is based on the MODUS transport demand model by
DRIEA (the National Regional Planning Agency). It is a
four-step model, from which we drew the respective lane
lengths of the subregional road networks, as well as the
statistical indicators of the public transport networks
(Figures 2(b) and 2(c)). +e public transport system consists

of four submodes (m): the RER mode is a set of train lines
connecting peripheries by crossing the centre of the urban
area (the green line in Figure 2(d)), the Transilien mode is a
set of radial railway lines drawing on the periphery from a
hub in the centre (the purple line in Figure 2(d)), there is the
metro whose lines irrigate the central part and its immediate
surroundings (the red line in Figure 2(e)), and we have the
bus lines (Figure 2(f )).

According to the regional Household Travel Survey
“EGT 2010,” motorized travel demand consists of 15.5
million car trips and 8.3 million public transport trips, on
average per working day. +ese trips can be divided into
three types: 7.9 million car-dependent trips, a further 8.4
million trips that are made by car but flexible, plus 8 million
PT trips, of which 3 million are flexible and 5 million are
dependent. On average, PT trips are slightly longer in dis-
tance and markedly longer in time than their counterparts
by private car (Table 1).+e trips are also disaggregated in 21
geographical segments, by O-D pair of subregions, straight
line distance subrange (below 3 km, 3 to 10 km, and above
10 km), and the binary alternative via either the central area
or bypassing it. For flexible users, the binary logit model of
modal choice was estimated with a coefficient of θ �.27 and a
modal malus of ζ �€3 for PT.

4.2.CarModeandRoadNetwork. +e average car model was
defined by combination of diesel and gasoline fleets, yielding
average price of €1.2 per litre of fuel. +e energy con-
sumption function according to speed is taken from Copert
[39]. A money cost per unit distance of €.4/km encompasses
energy costs as well as car ownership costs. A multiplying
factor of 1.4 is applied to straight-line distances in order to
obtain network distances. Average occupancy rate is 1.2
persons per car. Table 1 presents the major indicators of the
three roadway components.

4.3. Transit Mode. By coupling the three subareas and the
four transit submodes, 11 transit components were obtained.
Table 2 shows the components and indicates the synthetic
descriptors, together with usage statistics [40]. An average
price of €1.0 per trip was estimated on the basis of the 2010
Household Travel Survey and commercial statistics of the
regional transit system.

As concerns transit production costs, we considered the
operating costs for a normal year, including operations and
maintenance but excluding investment for the development
of new lines. +e costs are declared by the operators for each
transport mode and each function, distinguishing between
general functions (management, marketing, research, etc.)
and specific functions (energy provision, operations, and
maintenance), each according to technical subsystems of
lines, stations, and rolling stock. We related the specific costs
to the synthetic descriptors Lr, σr, and Nr to derive their
respective unit costs on an annual basis.+en, we divided the
costs of the general functions by the number of days and
daily passenger trip volume, to obtain a unit “commercial
cost” of ct

1 �€0.8 per trip.
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Per year, transit production costs approximately €8
billion, whereas customer revenues bring in only €2.5 bil-
lion. +e transit agency covers the operators’ shortfall with

an annual subsidy of €5.7 billion. For each trip, the subsidy
represents an average of €2, almost twice as much as the
average price.

Table 1: Characteristics of the road network and setting of parameters.

Subarea lz (km) Ωz v0z (km/h) Fz (€) Car flow M (veh/day) VKT M (veh∗km/day) Current speed (km/h)

Paris city 1870 42.5 38 3.5 2.35 13.3 18
Inner suburbs 4417 54.6 51 1.0 6.59 39.2 30
Outer suburbs 19097 46.8 67 0.0 10.67 84.3 50

Table 2: Featuring out transit components.

Subarea Submode
Supply factors Daily traffic

Network length (km) Number of stations Fleet size Rides (M pax) Distances (M pax∗km)

Central area

Bus 598 1795 1295 1.25 2.58
Metro 171 248 572 3.97 15.9
RER 57 29 107 1.91 9.58

Transilien 13 6 22 0.62 1.95

Inner ring

Bus 2894 7575 3078 2.03 4.6
Metro 39 52 111 1.35 2.5
RER 181 85 129 2.06 14.3

Transilien 123 40 90 0.77 5.09

Outer ring
Bus 20032 25173 4271 1.24 4.29
RER 355 128 107 1.13 8.72

Transilien 761 187 207 0.65 8.24
Total 77.8

Center area

Inner ring
Outer ring

Set Z: subregions
Road networks in Paris and 

inner suburbs Road network in outer
suburbs

Suburban rail 
network Metro network

Bus network

160km

130km

Set R: transit components

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: Distribution into subregions, routes of the road networks, and of the transit networks.
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4.4. Environmental Impacts. By kind of vehicles, the emis-
sions of air pollutants are derived from traffic quantities on
the basis of specific emission factors, with respect to the
average trip speed.

Energy consumption is modeled in relation to the traffic
of cars, buses, and trains. As of 2010 in the region, while the
trains had electric motors, the cars and the buses were in-
ternal combustion vehicles. +e average car speeds in the
different subregions entailed consumption levels of 0.10,
0.08, and 0.06 litre per km (for an average automobile type).
+e bus consumption factor amounts to 0.46 litre/km. At
around 3 kg CO2 per litre of fuel, the respective carbon
emission factors were therefore from 0.3 down to 0.2 kg
CO2/km for a car and 1.38 kg CO2/km for a bus. As for
railway vehicles, the energy consumption factors amounted
to 5.9 kWh/km for a metro and 13.5 kWh/km for a suburban
train. From the energymix in France, the carbon footprint of
electricity production was of 0.053 kgCO2/kWh.

Both air pollutant emissions and carbon emissions were
monetized using the shadow price values of the French
Strategic Analysis Centre [37]. +e shadow prices account
for emissions not only on-site but also “upstream,” i.e., in the
construction stages of the vehicles’ lifecycles. +e shadow
price of air pollution involves the urban density in the
emission zone, in a roughly proportional way. Table 3 gives
the environmental costs of the motorized traffic depending
on the vehicle kind and the impact zone, on annual basis as
of 2010.+e total environmental cost amounts to €5.3 billion
in annual damage. Of this total, 90% is attributable to cars
and 10% to buses. GHG emissions constitute a small pro-
portion, at 6% of the total, compared with local pollution,
which accounts for 94%, among which 78 points are at-
tributable to the car and 16 points to road-based transit
(internal combustion buses). According to geographical
zones, the centre bears 37% of the pollution, i.e., €975 per
inhabitant, the inner suburbs bear 41%, i.e., €500 per in-
habitant, and the outer suburbs bear 12%, i.e., €210 per
inhabitant.

4.5. Macroeconomic Indicators. We have already measured
the economics of the transit mode: per year, €8 billion in
production costs, as against €2.5 bn in revenues and
therefore €5.7 bn in subsidies. As for the car mode, energy
expenditure amounts to €3.6 bn within a total of €15 bn of
private costs. +e environmental damage caused by trans-
port costs an equivalent of €5 bn.

Still on annual basis, the generalized costs are €21 bn for
transit dependent people (i.e., €14 per trip), 7.5 bn for car
dependent people (i.e., €1 per trip), and €27 bn for flexible
users (i.e., €3.4 per trip): in all, €57 bn, of which there are 31
in the transit mode and 26 in the private car.

+us, the global picture is dominated by the generalised
costs to transport users: their magnitude is of one order
greater than the costs of transit production and of envi-
ronmental damage. Within the users’ generalised costs,
money expenditure represents one-third only, whereas the
two other thirds measure the money value of the time spent
by the users to travel.

+e amount of users’ generalised costs can be compared to
the regional gross product of €600 bn in 2010: the ratio is almost
10%. Furthermore, compared to the regional population, the
average generalised travel cost is about 5 000 € per person.

5. Exploration of Mobility Policies

+e model enables us not only to represent the system in a
benchmark state and to establish a diagnosis, but also to
simulate the system’s response to policies that act on the
different instruments mentioned. In this section, we explore
the potential impacts of a range of management policies,
divided into three groups: first, pricing policies that target
transit or the automobile mode (set 1) and then mixed
policies of investment and pricing for transit, either short-
term focusing on service frequency (set 2) or long-term
working in addition on the component length of lines and
number of stations (set 3).

Each policy was assessed in economic terms with respect
to user surplus, the profits of transit operators, the cost to the
environment, and the cost to the public finances. We will
present the results for each set of scenarios in succession,
before undertaking an overall comparison.

5.1. Pricing Policies

5.1.1. Scenario 1: Free Public Transit. +ere is a societal
debate in Île-de-France and in other cities in France, Ger-
many, and other countries over whether to supply public
transit free of charge [41]. +e hoped-for benefits are an
increase in the use of public transport, a reduction in en-
vironmental damage as a result of the modal shift from the
car, and the reduction in the costs of fare collection. Con-
trarily, a rise in transit traffic would result in increased
operating costs and could increase congestion or create a
need for further investment. Moreover, other financial re-
sources would have to be found to replace fare revenues, all
the more so as the network is more developed.

Our first scenario is tomake transit in Île-de-France free of
charge, while maintaining the composition of the supply at its
benchmark level. Use of transit would increase by .3M trips
per day, i.e., about 10% of their frequentation. Car trips would
fall by the same amount: road traffic would fall down to 116
Mveh.km per day. By the resulting reduction of 5 Mveh.km
per day, speeds would increase in every zone (+2 km/h in
central area and 1st ring, +1 km/h in 2nd ring) and the pollution
cost would fall by 5% (4% as a result of traffic reduction and 1%
from better traffic conditions). +e environmental gain is
valued at €0.22 billion per year, which would be added to the
€2.8 bn per year of additional benefits to users. However, the
€2.4 bn per year of fare revenues missing from the budget
would have to be financed. For the public finances, gaining
€0.22 billion on the environmental side at the cost of €2.4
billion of public money is not a very viable option.

5.1.2. Scenario 2: Surtax on Fuel. We simulated a €0.07 per
litre increase in the price of automobile fuel, i.e., an addi-
tional cost of 5% on top of the TICPE (Domestic Tax on the
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Consumption of Energy Products), which French motorists
feel to be high. Such a measure would have the effect of
slightly reducing car traffic (−1%) as well as total user surplus
(−1%) and environmental damage (−1%). It would have a
positive effect on the public finances, by an amount of €0.35
billion per year.

5.1.3. Scenarios 3 and 4: Urban Toll in the Central Zone.
Whereas a fuel surtax would affect all car trips (since electric
vehicles are very rare in the benchmark situation), an urban
toll targeting the central zone would aim to reduce car traffic
locally and therefore the environmental damage and in-
convenience caused to residents. We used the model to find
the price per unit of distance that would optimise the surplus
for users and operators, in Scenario 3, or the total surplus
also including the environment, in Scenario 4.+e respective
values would be €0.26 per kilometre and €0.77 per kilometre:
including the environmental factor triples the amount
compared with the scenario where only road congestion is
considered. +is ratio balances out the respective conse-
quences of a modal shift of 0.5% or 1.5% of trips to public
transit, toll revenues of €0.49 or 1.1 billion per year, and
additional fare revenues of €0.03 or 0.09 billion per year for
transit. +e environmental gain would be 4.2% or 12.9%,
three quarters of which come from the reduction in the
volume of traffic, and the remaining quarter comes from
improvements in speeds that would occur locally as a result.

5.1.4. Summary of the Pricing Policies. Table 4 indicates the
variations of the different scenarios from the reference state
regarding operators’ profits, users’ surplus, environmental
benefits, users’ generalised costs, and specific environmental
impacts. +e impact on the environment varies from very
small (1% reduction in damage) for the fuel surtax, to
moderate for the triple urban toll (13%), passing by a modest
level (4%) for a single urban toll and for free transit. One idea
could be to combine the instruments in order to accumulate
the impacts: the risk of this would be to increase social
opposition, whereas it would be fairer to ask everyone to
contribute to a global objective. A road toll in the central
zone with a triple level that is very high would bring in 40%
of the fare revenues from transit in the benchmark situation,
namely, 12% of transit production costs.

Among the benefits to users, we should recall the prime
importance of the time factor in the evaluation of the
generalised cost and therefore the surplus.

5.2. Short-Term Optimisation of Public Transit. Our model
also enables us to simulate adaptations to themanagement of
transit, in terms of both physical supply and fare levels, and
to look for optimum management strategies. In the second
set of scenarios, we considered both resizing the vehicle
fleets (hence, adjusting the frequencies) and setting the fares
according to the different geographical segments of demand.
+is resembles a value pricing strategy, but one that con-
siders not only the production costs, but also all the com-
mercial revenues, the modal competition with the car and
the user surplus: we first optimise a target function Pou �

Pu + Po and second the function Poue � Pu + Po + Pe which
also includes the environmental impacts. In addition, we
looked at two cases, respectively, with and without the
limitation of public subsidy for transit. In the case of a
subsidy constraint, the operating deficit is limited to SY �

€5.7 billion per year, which adds a constraint of Po
Y + SY ≥ 0

to the simulation.
At the aggregated level (see Table 5), applying the budget

constraint has a bigger impact than including the envi-
ronment. Short-term optimisation would reduce the envi-
ronmental cost by 4% or 6%, namely, a fairly small
improvement with respect to the scale defined earlier.
Relaxing the budgetary constraint allows a boost to transit
investment: it would be good to allocate a further €3 billion
per year, which would increase transit usage by 6% (versus
1% in the constrained situation) and would improve the user
surplus by 7% (versus 2% in the constrained case). +e
collective surplus Pou would grow by 1.5% or 1.8%, re-
spectively, with or without constraint, and Poue by 1.8% or
2.1%.

Let us now set out the variations in the supply plan for
the different transit components, in terms of frequency of
service, which is here linked directly with fleet size. Figure 3
shows that the short-term strategies would tend

(1) in the central zone, to reduce frequencies except for
suburban trains

(2) in the inner suburbs, to significantly increase bus
frequency but to slightly reduce the frequency of rail
modes

(3) in the outer suburbs, to increase the frequencies of all
the submodes, which would therefore suggest overall
improvements to transit

As for the tariff structure, the model suggests some
original arrangements for the scenarios under budget
constraint. To give an idea, here are the results of Scenario 6,
maximisation of the total wellbeing Poue under the con-
straints of transit subsidies, nonnegativity of prices, and
price cap at €6 per trip:

(1) For long trips in excess of 10 km, null fares are found,
certainly for promoting a modal shift from the car to
transit modes and therefore avoiding the environ-
mental damage caused by long car trips

(2) For short trips of less than 3 km, a charge of €2 or €3
for every trip is imposed depending on the origin-

Table 3: Environmental costs of motorized modes in 2010 in Ile-
de-France region.

In € bn In €/p
Subarea Transit Car 2 modes Per capita
Central area 0.32 1.63 1.95 975
Inner ring 0.17 2.13 2.3 500
Outer ring 0.03 1 1.03 210
Total 0.52 4.76 5.28 459
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destination pair, in order to generate sufficient
commercial revenues

(3) For intermediate trips over a range of between 3 and
10 km, an intermediate charge ranging from €0.5 to
€2 is imposed, except in the outer suburbs, where it
would be €6 per trip (i.e., capped from above)

In other words, the model suggests reversing the intu-
itive logic of payment on the basis of the distances covered,
in order to protect the environment while maintaining a
target level of sales revenues.

In the alternative scenarios where transit subsidy is not
subject to any limitation, then the optimum transit fares are
close to zero: thus, these short-term scenarios encompass
free fares as well as supply development for the transit mode.

5.3. Long-Term Optimisation of Transit. In the third set of
scenarios, we try to optimise public transport provision by
means of tariff setting together with supply development in
terms of not only the size of the vehicle fleets but also the
component length of lines and spacing between stations. We
again compared two target functions, Pou or Poue, with two
cases of subsidy with or without limitation at yearly level SY.
+is results in four scenarios numbered from 9 to 12.

+e main economic results are presented in Table 5. At
aggregated level, once again applying the budgetary constraint
proves to be more critical than including the environment.
Long-term optimisation would reduce the environmental cost
to amoderate but significant degree: 9% or 12% depending on

whether the subsidy is limited or not. +is is twice the re-
duction brought by short-term optimisation. As regards the
collective surpluses, long-term optimisation produces three
times greater benefits than short-term optimisation, with a
gain of 5% or 10%. +ere would also be an investment boost
for transit, yet somewhat smaller (-20%) than under short-
term optimisation.

5.4. Short-Term versus Long-Term Transit Policies. In detail,
depending on the components, there is a significant dif-
ference between the instruments to deploy for the long-term
and those to use for the short term (see Figure 3):

(1) It would be relevant to reconfigure the bus networks
by reducing the total length of lines in the three
subregions and to develop all the rail submodes in all
the three subregions, apart from the suburban train
in the outer suburbs. +is gives credence to both the
recent development of tramlines in the suburbs and
the Grand Paris Express project which will reinforce
rail modes, especially in the inner suburbs.

(2) It would also be beneficial to reconfigure lines
through a rearrangement of the stations, increasing
the spacings between bus stops while reducing those
between stations on rail modes.

(3) As for service frequency (neglecting capacity con-
siderations), the model suggests that frequency
should be reduced in the central zone and in the
inner suburbs, except in the case of the bus (see the

Table 5: Sectorial surplus variations from reference state, in € bn per year.

ΔU ΔO ΔE ΔΣ
1/free transit fares +2.9 -2.5 +0.2 +0.6
2/energy tax +7c €/L −0.3 +0.37 +0.05 +0.1

3, 4/road charge in central area, 0.26 OR 0.77 €/km −0.4 +0.4 +0.2 +0.3
−1.3 +0.1 +0.7 +0.4

5–8/short-run optimisation, under budget constraint OR NOT 1 0 +0.25 +1.3
4 3 +0.3 +1.4

9–12/long-run optimisation, under budget constraint OR NOT 3 0 +0.25 +3.6
6 −2.7 +0.3 +3.9

Table 4: Assessment of 1st scenario set: sectorial profit variations from reference state (€ bn per year).

Indicator 2010 state
(references)

Scenario 1: free
transit fares

Scenario 2: energy
tax + 7c€/L

Scenario 3: road
charge for max Pou

Scenario 4: road
charge for max Poue

Transit fare revenues 2.38 2.4 2.4 2.5
Transit production
costs −8.1 −8.2 −8.1 −8.1 −8.2

Operator’s profit Po −5.72 ΔPo −2.5 0.4 0.4 1
User’s surplus Pe −56.6 ΔPu 2.9 −0.3 −0.4 −1.3
Environmental
surplus Pe −5.28 ΔPe 0.2 0.05 0.2 0.7

W1�Pu +Po 62.3 ΔPou 0.4 0.04 0.1 −0.3
W0�Pu +Po+Pe −67.6 ΔPoue 0.6 0.09 0.3 0.4
TICPE revenues ΔER −0.08 0.4 −0.06 −0.15
Road charge
revenues ΔRCR 0.5 1.1
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recent development of tramlines in the Paris
urbanised area), but that should be increased in the
outer suburbs.

To sum up, the model suggests that it would be best to
increase the provision of public rail transport in the suburbs
and to reconfigure bus provision.

As for transit fares, the long-term structure in Sce-
nario 10 (maximizing all benefits including the envi-
ronmental ones under limited subsidy to transit supply) is
very close to its short-term counterpart under Scenario 6.
A similar correspondence holds between long-term Sce-
narios 9 and 11 (unconstrained) and their short-term
counterparts Scenarios 5 and 7, respectively: null fares are
obtained.

Figure 4 presents an analysis of costs per unit of traffic
(passenger.km), for the different components and the time
horizon between the benchmark state and the short term or
long term (Scenarios 6 and 10, resp.). Each bar superimposes
the production cost and environmental cost. Production cost
depends heavily on the submode: between €0.4 and €0.6 per
p.km for the bus, as compared with €0.3/p.km for the metro
and between €0.1 and €0.3/p.km for the train. Economies of
density have a significant effect in the central zone compared
with the rings. Environmental costs are even more depen-
dent on the submode, both because of the transport tech-
nology (engine type, road, or rail infrastructure) and because
of the spatial configuration of the mode in terms of line
length, run speed, and usage volume: between €0.1 and €0.3/
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p.km for the bus in the central zone and in the inner ring, but
for rail modes amounts of the order of a few Euro cents per
p.km.

+e model steers the development of transit supply
towards a significant reduction in the environmental costs
for bus trips, by reconfiguring provision between transit
components in addition to fostering a modal shift from the
car to transit. It should be recalled that the environmental
cost of the automobile mode is €0.5 per vehicle.km in the
central zone or €0.2 per vehicle.km in the suburbs, i.e.,
markedly higher per passenger than by the bus and two
orders of magnitude higher than by rail modes.

6. Conclusion

+e study contribution is threefold, from strategic model to
global picture of regional mobility system and up to pro-
spective hints for mobility policies.

+e strategic model constitutes a simplified analytical
framework to understand the composition of the motorized
mobility system in a regional territory and to make an
economic assessment of its stakes. +e current version
encompasses the private car and transit modes and the users’
choices between them: these are the currently dominant
modes for medium to long range trips and their share in
passenger traffic is vastly dominant. +e demand model
involves trip segmentation both geographical and behavioral
but no activity purposes nor activity and trip chaining. +e
model composition allows for consideration of the two
pricing principles of “user pays” and “polluter pays”: further
development will involve the identification of firms as
benefiters of commuting trips and business purposes, be-
yond their employees.

Coming to the global picture of motorized mobility in
the Paris Ile-de-France region, the strategic model eases the
identification of relevant macroeconomic indicators. +e
balance sheet is dominated by the generalized cost of trips to

theirs users and among these the valuation of travel times.
+en, by decreasing order of magnitude, come the money
costs of private cars to their users, the transit production
costs to its operators, the public subsidies to the transit
mode, the environmental costs, energy costs to car users, and
the commercial revenues of transit fares. +e amount of
transit subsidies almost matches the environmental costs
that come primarily from car traffic: this unexpected out-
come suggests some balance of public policy between the
two motorized costs: in both cases, the community pays for
the costs in the place of their users. +e question of fairness
between mobility users and tax-payers requires further
modelling and assessment. Concerning environmental
damage, we showed that there is a 5 :1 ratio of experienced
cost per capita between central area dwellers and outer
suburbanites, quite a large spatial inequality.

+e global picture is strongly dependent on the shadow
prices associated with travel time values, on the one hand,
and with environmental damage, on the other hand. +e
recent restatement of carbon prices for France at the 2030
time horizon [42] wouldmake carbon emission rise from 6%
to one-third of environmental costs, which would increase
by one quarter. +e resulting total would still be much lower
than users’ time costs, thereby raising the question of
reevaluating the values of time and bringing them closer to
real-world willingness-to-pay. Further research is required
for revealing behavioral evidence in this respect.

Turning to the prospective study of mobility policy
making, road charging at high price would be the most
effective instrument to combat the environmental damage
of car traffic, if acceptable. Yet, this would curb only 15% of
environmental costs. Making the transit mode free of
charge to its users would achieve half of this abatement
only, while having a much higher cost to the public purse.
Further development is required in global system opti-
misation in order to endogenize the limited availability of
public funds.
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Application of the model in the current version also
suggests developing the transit network by a significant extent
(10% more spending) in both the medium and long run.
Further research is required to consider policy packages
combining road pricing and transit development and also to
consider the electrification of vehicle fleets, both for buses and
for private cars.

Data Availability

+ere are three datasets underpinning the study: first, the
Household Travel Survey “EGT 2010” which belongs to IDFM,
the Ile-de-France Mobility Organizing Authority; second, the
network databases of roadways and transit services in the
MODUS model, which belongs to DRIEA; and, third, ac-
countancy statistics about transit networks in the Ile-de-France
region. None of these datasets are available on a public basis.

Additional Points

Highlights. Strategic model of mobility system including car
and public transit modes. System optimization considering
demand surplus, supply profit, and environmental costs.
Assessment and hierarchy of mobility stakes in the Paris
region as of 2010. Exploration of short-, medium-, and long-
term policies.
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